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ON THE LOWEST EIGENVALUE OF THE LAPLACIAN FOR
INTERSECTION OF A BOUNDED DOMAIN AND A

DOMAIN VANISHING AT 00.

DoNG PYO CHI, IL HAE LEE AND SANG MOON KIM

1. Introduction

Let A and B be two domains in Rn, n>1, A(A) and .il (B) be the
lowest eigenvalues of .d with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let B" denote
B translated by xERn. Lieb [5J proved that for any .0>0 there is a set
X with positive measure such that

A(A) +A(B) +.o>A(AnB...) (xEX).

Further Lieb [5J proved that if A and B are bounded then there is
an open set X such that

.il(A) +.il(B»A(AnB...) (xEX).

A domain A is said to he vanishing at 00 if

Vol {YII x-yl <I} -l>0 as x-oo.

In this paper we prove that if A is bounded and B is vanishing at 00

then there is a set X of positive measure such that

.il(A) +.il (B) >A (AnB...) (xEX).

Let (J be an open set in Rn and k a positive integer. For 1<p<oo,
we denote by W",P({J) the set of all functions f(x) defined on (J such

..
that f and its distributional derivatives DSf of f orders Isi = Esj<k all

j=l

belong to Y({J). Then W",I>({J) is a normed linear space with the
norm defined by

- 43-
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Hence Wk,2(.Q) is a Hilbert space with the scalar product

(f,g)=( :E J JYf.JYgdx) 1/2.
1.1 Sk D

Let HOk (0) be the completion of Coco (0) in Wk,2 (0), where Coco (.Q)
denotes the set of all COO functions supported in 0.

For an open set A in Rn, we define the lowest eigenvalue A(A) of

.1=-(~ a::2 ) as following

(*) A(A) =Inf {E(f) IfEHol (A), f:;t:O}
=Inf {E(f) IfECo'" (A), f=l=O},

E(f)=JA ~l ;~i rdx/ J)fI 2dx.

The reasion of defining the lowest eigenvalue of .1 as the above is well
known but for the convenience of readers we give it in the following.
For this we need to define the Green's operator of .1. We adopt the
following Lemma from [3J.

LEMMA 1. Let 0 be a bounded (or vanishing at 00) domain in R" and
gEV (.Q) then there is a unique fEHol (0) such that

(g, t/» = (f, (I+11) t/»

for all t/>ECoco (0). The mapping defined by T (g) = f from L2 (Q) to
Hol(fJ) is bounded and T: V(fJ)~V(Q) is compact and selfadjoint.

Proof. For c}, cpECoco (Q) define the Dirichlet inner product and
Dirichlet norm respectively by

(c}, CP)d= (c}, CP) + (dc}, dCP) = (t/>, (I+.1)Cp),
11 c} 11 i= (c}, c}) d= 11 c} 11 2 + 11 dt/> 11 2.

It is clear that the Dirichlet norm is equivalent to the Sobolev I-norm
on HOl(.Q). From the inequality
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we know that the linear functional
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(l) Ar : t/J-+ (g, t/J) (t/JECo" (0) ),

extends to a bounded linear form on H 01 (0) with the Dirichet norm.
Hence to the linear form A,l corresponds a unique element fEHo1 (D)
such that

(g, t/J) = (I, t/J)" (t/JECo" (D) ).

The above equality induces a linear operator Tg=f, T: L2(Q)-+Hol(0),
which is characterized by

(2) (g, t/J) = (f, t/J),,= (Tg, t/J)"
= (Tg, (1+,d)t/J) (t/JECo"(O».

Since 1 and .4 are self-adjoint, T is also self-adjoint. For gEL2 (0), we
know that

Ar (t/J) = (g, t/J) = (Tg, (1+4) t/J) (t/JECo" (D) ).

For rfJEH01(D), set

(Tg, (1+,d)cjJ) = (Tg, c/J) + (dTg, dcjJ),

then by (2) we have

(3) Ar(c/J) = (g, c/J) = (Tg, (1+,d)c/J).

(4)

From (3) we deduce that

11 Tg 1I1S(Tg, Tg)/l
= (Tg, (1+4) Tg)
=(g, Tg)
sllgll 11 TglI.

Now an application of the inequality

to (4), gives

211 Tg 11 Is' (e/e}2 11 Tg 11 + (6}211 g 11.

Hence
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(5) 11 Tg III<C 11 g 11, 00.

By (5) we know that T is a bounded linear map from V (0) to
HOI(D). The Rellich's LEMMA says that the map

HOk (D) ---.HOk-l (0)

is compact. Hence we know the map

T : V(D)~Hol (D)~V(D)

is compact and self-adjoint. This proves the Lemma.
Now we are ready to define the Green's operator. Since T is compact

and self-adjoint there is a Hilbert space decomposition

V (0) =EBE(p..) ,..
where P. denotesthe eigenvalue of T and E(p.) the finite dimmensional
eigenspace.

Since T is one to one, we know that P.=;tO.

Tg=p.,g (gEHol(fJ),

is equivalent to

(g, fjJ) = (p".g, (1+ tl) ep) epECo'" (0).

It follows that g is an eigenvalue of T is equivalent to

tlg=( l;:")g (gEHol(Q»,

in the sense of distribution.
Hence T and tl have the same eigen spaces. Set

1.,= (1- p.,) / p.,

then p.,~O and l",~oo.

If we assume that l ..=;tO (P.*"1) then we have

Define the Green's operator by

G (ep) = 1.. ep epEE( 111.. ),
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then G is compact and self-adjoint. Hence G has the spectral decomposition

where

G(~)=( l~"p. )~ (~EE(Pm».

Let (J be open in Rn. It is well known that for each ~ECo" (0)

(7)

has a COO solution, see [6J. If we require that ifJECo" (Q) then the
solution is unique. Hence LI is a surjection on COCO(O), one can deduce
that G maps Coco (0) onto Coco (0) . By the spectral decomposition theorem
of compact self-adjoint operators, we have for any uECo" (0)

(8)

(9)

By (8) and (9) we have

bm, = a.J (Am) 2.

It follows that each vECoco (0) has a representation

(10)

'"u= L;a.,~"",
;=1

For vECoCO(O), the Green's theorem says that

(11)

Since

f (Vv, vv)dx=f vLlvdx.

using (IO) and (11) we deduce that
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I (rv, rv)dx

I (v, v)dx
(12)

Iv.::1V dx

IT! dx

= (~a",/;"'/~a./).

In (12) the possible candidate of the minimum value IS Al' This gives
the meaning of definition (*).

For any 1>ECoCO(O) we know that the equation

(1+.::1)u=1>

has a solution in Coco (fJ), see [6J. By this property of (I+.::1) and the
definition of T, one can prove that .

(13) dT= Td (aT= Ta in the complex case),

and

(14) T maps Coco (0) into Coco (0).

For example, (14) follows from the fact that T is the inverse of (1+.1)
and for any 1>ECoCO(O) the quation (1+.::1)u=1> has a solution in Co'" (0).
For the proof of (14), one needs to extend T on differential forms, see
[3J.

NOTE. The following LEMMA 2 together with the comment following
(12) imply that (*) gives the least eigenvalue A satisfying

.::1F=AF (FEHol(O»,

when the domain 0 is vanishing at 00.

LEMMA 2. Let {J be an open set which vanishes at 00 (i. e. Rellich's
Lemma is valid) and let 1 be an eigenvalue of .::1 satisfying

Then there is a sequence {1>..}eCoco (0) such that

(I (r1>..,
l=lim

.-co I (1)..,

"r1>..)dx ).

1>.)dx
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Proof. Since the Rellich's Lemma is valid, we can use LEMMA I,
(13) and (14) in the proof of LEMMA 2. By the definitions of T and
J we have

TF= 0/1 +A)F.

Since FEHo! (n), there is a sequence {<;6,,} eCoco (n) such that

Hm <;6,,=F in Hol (n).,,-co

Hence we have

(F, CI+J)F)=O+A)2(F, TF)
= O+A)2 lim(<;6", T<;6,,),,-co

=(1+A)2lim(T<;6", (l+J)T<;6,,).,,-co

Since T<;6"ECoCO({)) , appealing to the Green's formula we have

(F, CI+LI) F) = (1 +1)2 lim[(T~", T<;6,,) + (rT<;6", rT<;6,,)],,-co
=(1+1)2 lim[(TF, TF) + (Tr<;6", Tr<;6,,)],,-co

= (1+1)2[(TF, TF)+(TrF, TrF)]
= (F, F) + (1 +1)2(rTF, rTF)
= (F, F) +(rF, rF),

where the second and the third eaquaHty follows from (13). Hence we
have

).J(F, F)dx= J(rF, rF)dx.

Since <;6,,-F in Ho!' we know that

This proves the Lemma.

2. Main Results

We need the following Lemma in the proof of our theorem. It is well
known but for the convenience of the reader we give a proof.
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LEMMA 3. Let A, B be open sets in R", FEV(A) and GEV(B).
Then F(y)G(y-x) is contained in L2(AnBx ) for almost every x. Let
f"ECo"'(A), g"ECo"'(B), limf..=F in V(A) and limg,,=G in V(B).

n-CO a-CO

Then there is a subsequence of {f,,(y)g.. (Y-x)} which converges to F(y)
G(y-x) in D(AnBx) almost every x.

Proof. Let F, G, f.. and g.. be given in the above. Since

fIF(y)G(y-x) 1
2dxdy= f F2(y)dyo f G2 (y)dY,

the Fubini's theorem implys that F(y)G(y-x) is contained in D(AnBx)

almost every x. Now extend F (and f,,) to R" by F(x) =0 (and f(x)
=0) for xE;t=A, and similarly for G (and g). By the continuity of the
convolution in Lt space we have

(15) ~~~ fI F2 (Y)G2(y-X) - f ..2(y)g..2(y-x) Idxdy=O.

One can choose a subsequence Uk} of U ..} ({gk} of {g..}) such that
fr-~F(gk--)oG) almost every y in Loo. For simplicity of notations we
consider sequences U..} and {g..} converging to F and G respectively.
Appealing to the Fatou's Lemma we have followings;

~~f IF2(y)G2(y-X) - f ..2(y)g..2(y-X) Idxdy

=~i~f[ IF2(y)G2(y-X) - f ..2(y)g,,2 (y-x) ldy]dx

::2: f [~~~ IF2(y)G2(y-x) -f..2(y)g..2(y-X) Idy]dx.

By (15) we have

~i;r:,f IF2(y)G2 (y-x) - f ..2(y)g,,2(y-x) Idy=O,

almost every x. This proves that f .. (y)gll(Y-x) is converging to F(y)
G(y-x) in D(AnBx) almost every x.

The following Lemma will give almost all of the results to be proved.

LEMMA 4. Let A, B be open in R", FEHol(A), GEHol(B) and
11 F 11 = 11 G 11 = 1 in V (R"). Then we have !he following relations:
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almost every x,

(17) J7[F(y)G(y-x) J=J7F(y) ·G(y-x) +F(y) 'J7G(y-x),

almost every x,

51

(18) J1J7[F(y)G(y-x)] 12dxdy

= JIJ7F(y) 1
2dy+JIJ7G (y) 1

2dy.

Proof. Since FEHol (A) (GEHol (B» one can choose f ..ECo""(A)
(g"ECo""(B» such that f ..-+F (and g,,-+G) in Hol. By the Lemma 3,
we can choose a subsequence {f,,(y)g,,(y-x)} of {f.. (y)g.. (y-x)} such
that j,,(y)g,,(y-x) and it's first derivatives converge to F(y)G(y-x)
and it's first derivatives respectively almost every x. This implies that
F(y)G(y-x)EHol(AnBa-) almost every x. Let tjECo"(R") and {f,,(y)
g,,(y-x)} be the sequence given in the above then almost every x we
have

f F(y)G(y-x) ·J7tj(y)dy

=~~n;,Jj"(y)g,, (y-x) .J7tj(y)dy

=~i~f [J7f,,(y) ·g,,(y-x) +I,,(y) ' J7g,,(y-x) Jtj(y)dy

=f [J7F(y) ·G(y-x) +F(y) ·J7G(y-x)Jtj(y)dy.

This proves that (17) is true in the sense of distribution. For the proof
of (l8), consider the following equations

IJ7[F(y)G(y-x)] 12

= IF(y) 'J7G(y-x) +J7F(y) ·G(y-x) 1
2

=F2(y) IJ7G(y-x) 12 + 1J7F(y) 1
2G2(y-X)

+2F(y) ·J7F(y) ·G(y-x) ·J7G(y-x).

By a simple calculation as the above one can verify that (J7G2) (y-x) =

2G(y-x) 'J7G(y-x), in the sense of distribution. Hence we have
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JF(y) orF(y) oG(y-x) orG(y-x)dxdy=O.

Since F and G have the unit norm in £2, the above two equations imply
(18).

Now we prove the theorem

THEOREM. Let A be a domain (connected open) vanishing at 00 and B
be a bounded domain. Let it (A) (and it (B)) be the lOTJJest eigenvalues of
A on Hol (A) (and Hol (B)). Then there is a set X of positive measure in
Rn such that

it(AnB.) <l(A) +l(B) xEX.

Proof. Let .:l (A) and .:l (B) be the eigenvalues given in the hypothesis.
.Then by the (Note) given in section 1, one can choose FEHol (A) and
GEHol (B) such that

AF=.:l(A)F and AG=.:l(B)Go

Set

(19)

(20)

a (x) = JIF(y)G(y-x) 1
2dy,

f3(x) = JIr[F(y)G(y-x)J 1
2dy.

We may assume that 11 F 11 = 11 G 11 =1 in £2 (Rn). Then by the Lemma
3 we have

(21)

(22)

Ja(x)dx=l,

JfJ (x) dx=.:l (A) +.:l(B).

By the same Lemma we have

almost every x.
For the proof we need the inequality of Faker [3J and Krahn [4];

if fl' is the lowest eigenvalue of the n-dimmensional unit ball then

leA) >pa/[Vol(A)]21"o
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y= {YIF(y) ::;to, yEA}.
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Then the strong maximal principle (see [2]) says that Y is not bounded
in R!'. Since Y is vanishing at 00, we have

(24) Vol{ylyEAnB~}-+O as x-+oo.

Choose 0>0 such that

l (A) +l (B) = fJ"/ (0) 2/••

By (24) one can choose a t such that Ixl >t implies Vol(AnBs ) <0.
Put

M {xIF(y)G(y-x)::;tO, Ixl>t}.

Then by the Lemma 4 we can choose NCM such that N and M have
the same measure in R!' and

F(y)G(y-x)EHol(AnB..) (xElV).

It is clear that when xEN we have

and

(25)

By (25) we have

Since

fJ (x)>(l(A) +l(B»a(x).

JN[(l(A) +l(B»a (x) -fJ(x)]dx<O.

J [(l(A) +l(B»a(x) -fJ(x)]dx=O,
Ra

we can find a subset XcR" with positive measure such that

fJ(x) >(l(A) +2(B»a(x) (xEX).

This proves the Theorem.
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Following Lieb [5J, we give an example that shows the Theorem 2
is false for the general unbounded two domains.

EXAMPLE. Let A={(x,Y)I-oo<y<oo, O<x<tc} and B={(x,y) I
-oo<x<oo, O<y<tc}. Then we have

2=1(A) +1 (B) =l(AnB,)

for each xER2, and l(AnA..) takes any real from 2 to 00.

The above example shows that the value of l(AnB..) depends on the
locations of A and B in Rn.
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